
SPECIALIZING IN 
VERSATILITY

Responding to myriad client needs, I design, illustrate, code, and copywright—all at a specialist’s level of quality. 
Committed to uncompromising standards, I can readily assume any such role while collaborating with others.

P R O F I C I E N C Y Q U A L I F I C A T I O N S

Print:  An InDesign/InCopy Workflow, Microsoft Word 
and Excel, Google Docs and Sheets, Acrobat Pro.

Web: Dreamweaver, HTML, CSS, JavaScript, 
WordPress, CodePen, Atom, Sublime Text  
and Visual Studio Code.

Imaging: Illustrator, PhotoShop, Painter and Procreate

Presentation: PowerPoint, Keynote and Google Slides.

Email: Mailchimp, Benchmark, Cheetah Mail, 
Marketo, Litmus;

Project Management: Trello and client-specific apps:  
AtTask, Lotus Notes, MediaBank and Workamajig.

• College professor at BA and Associates levels;
• Succinct presentation and educational materials;
• Extensive design work for both print and digital;
• Innovative concept development;
• Strength with structural and environmental graphics 

(vehicle graphics, exhibits signs, etc.);
• Strong interpersonal skills—both spoken and written;
• Organized, attentive to detail, able to analyze and 

streamline workflow;
• Comfortable working independently, as a team member, 

or as a team leader.

DRIVEN BY 
RESULTS

I have served a range of businesses and major corporations. And whether their reach was at a local, national or 
international level, my creative efforts have yielded highly valued and measurable results.

D E L I V E R A B L E S

• Storyboards moodboards and stylescapes
• Logo and icon design
• Cohesive, easily-recognized branding strategies
• Annual reports, catalogs and countless print items
• Websites and graphic user interfaces
• Illustration and imaging composites
• Presentation and training materials
• Trade show and conference support
• Packaging and point of purchase displays
• Art direction and photo shoot direction
• Pre-press proofing and quality assurance.

M E A S U R E D  R E S U L T S

• Fast loading websites that optimize simplicity and 
delight within the overall user experience;

• Noted organic increases in web visitor traffic;
• Promotions that were successful in generating new 

leads and cross-sells;
• Securing customer retention and loyalty;
• Prompting warm leads to respond or subscribe, thereby 

converting them to even warmer leads on a contact list;
• Devising and implementing streamlined best practices 

for internal operations;
• Consistently on the mark with meeting client needs and 

surpassing their expectations (their testimonials can be 
reviewed throughout my website).

PERSONAL 
ETHOS

I continually revisit and adhere to classic design principles as they are inarguably, the cornerstone to any means  
of visual communication—be they printed or digital. I am also committed to remaining current with new trends  
and technologies, and I am ever-mindful and responsive to customer desires, pain points, and objectives.

E D U C A T I O N

YouTube & Udemy: I’m just a geek with an ongoing 
obsession over the latest and greatest!
Rhode Island School of Design, CE courses: 
Illustration, figure drawing, website design, painting.
Rhode Island College, BA: Major in Graphic Design.
Northeastern University, CE courses: Photography, 
Graphics Business Management.

C O N T A C T

Write: tom@slater.design  
Call: (401)  572-8282 
Visit:  www.slater.design



Adjunct Professor 
Sept 2014 - June 2017 

W O R K  E X P E R I E N C E

New England Institute of Technology - As a faculty member of the Graphics, Multimedia and Web Design Program 
(GMW), a highly active role was assumed in developing course material for both the Associate’s and Bachelor’s 
levels. Collaborating with the department chair and with other professors ensured a seamless integration of the 
courses to be taken in tandem within an academic quarter. Responding to the latest technology and application 
updates, the courses were continually modified and updated. The courses that I developed and taught included: 
Design I, Intro to Web Design (DreamWeaver), HTML, WordPress, Digital Illustration (Illustrator), Digital Publishing 
(QuarkXpress and InDesign) and Typography II. 

Freelance Print and  
Web Designer 
1998 - present

May 2014 - July 2014 

Nov 2012  - Jun 2013 
 

Jul 2012 - Nov 2012 
 

Feb 2008 - Sept 2011 
 
 
 
 

Jul 2008 - Nov 2008 
 
 
 

Jul  2005 - Jun 2008 
 

Jun 2000 - Aug 2000 

Sept 1998 - May 2000 
 

Talent Agency and Independent Contract Work - The services that I offer include: concept development, design, 
illustration, print production, web development, training material and presentations. I work with clients from an 
array of industries including non-profit organizations, major corporations and sole proprietors. 

The following is a list of contributions made on behalf of some of my more recognizable freelance accounts: 

 › Caldwell Banker - Assisted a top-producing realtor with promotional items for an ongoing campaign to restore 
and market historic landmarks. Items included detailed architectural renderings, print collateral and signage.

 › Mercer - I assumed interchangeable roles on print and web teams at this employee benefits entity. Produced 
informational enrollment pieces, and developed custom employee micro sites for companies such as Toyota,  
Dow Jones, and Thomson Reuters. Also produced PowerPoint presentations for sales meetings.

 › Liberty Mutual - Designed print items for recruiting employees, for retirees, and for internal communications. 
Also produced assets for web and e-mail campaigns. Worked on concept/brand development for high-visibility 
events including the 2014 World Cup and the company’s signature annual, ‘Legends of Golf Tournament.’

 › Schneider Electric - Created designs and layouts for international publications, print ads, brochures, annual 
reports, packaging, trade show booths, web banners, e-news blasts and digital books. Translated into many 
languages, each piece was then adjusted for text wraps and localized content. Collaborating with international 
colleagues, communication skills were a must. In a workflow re-evaluation, I proposed a simple InDesign function 
that could decrease the company’s exponentially growing file storage by 50%. My synchronizing the release of 
print/digital publications also proved to be a profitable adjustment, as time-sensitive promotions were a factor.

 › Hasbro - Assisted with the re-brand of Mr. Potato Head to target the pop culture market; theme-related, 
collectible characters were developed and presented to the marketing team. For other toys, all packaging was 
designed to be sustainable, keepsake play items. To avoid packaging with cluttered multi-lingual text, an item’s play 
features were illustrated with visual call-outs. In addition to design and illustration, my production efforts included 
direction of photo shoots, as well as model and wardrobe selection.

 › CVS/Pharmacy - Created in-store signage, store coupons and print ads. Designing for the CVS Brand,  
3D renderings were created for closed packages—these renderings offered consumers a glimpse of the  
product inside. 

 › Citizens Bank - To showcase this bank’s commitment to corporate citizenship, I offered  services in concept 
development, design and illustration for two community outreach pieces.

 › MetLife - Collaborated with this insurance company’s Marketing Department and Media Center on projects such 
as: an award-winning, children’s boating safety coloring/activity booklet created for the U.S. Coast Guard; creating 
a GUI and supporting illustrations for a proposed, interactive web portal for insurance quotes.

Graphic Supervisor 
1988-1998 

 
 
 

Senior Tech Illustrator 
1986-1988

MetLife Auto and Home, Media Center - Balancing originality with time and money, I managed multiple 
assignments from concept development to final production. My creative efforts with others resulted in several 
award-winning pieces, which either increased sales or generated customer response. As the designated artist 
for an benefits program that targeted employees of large companies, I produced all promotional materials and 
assisted with strategies for volume sales. I was very honored to produce three of the company’s annual reports, as  
well as develop a branding system for a financial planning program; the program targeted Fortune 500 Executives.

Prime Computer, Technical Publications Dept. At this once pioneering manufacturer of 3D systems and software, 
I worked closely with field engineers in order to produce precise line drawings, exploded views and diagrams 
for user manuals and product literature. I also served as graphic standards consultant to technical writers and 
international training instructors.



Adjunct Professor, New England Institute of Technology (NEIT) - As a faculty member of the Graphics, 
Multimedia and Web Program (GMW), an active role was assumed in developing course material for both the 
Associate and Bachelor programs. Collaborating with the department chair and with other professors ensured a 
seamless integration of the courses to be taken in tandem within an academic quarter. Responding to the latest 
technology and application updates, the courses were continually modified and updated.

Throughout the GMW curriculum, students are required to explore and implement core design principles. 
Simultaneously, their proficiency with industry-standard applications evolve via hands-on lab exercises.  
What follows are courses that I taught and assisted with developing:

DESIGN 1 - Students explore core design elements and principles by way of assignments and exercises that 
also prompt them to implement newly acquired PhotoShop skills (PhotoShop I is taken in tandem with this 
course). All student submissions are based on real-world assignments that put client needs front and center. 
With great emphasis being placed on research and reference gathering, students discover how limitless 
possibilities can emerge from varied combinations of core design elements. They are also encouraged to 
explore and celebrate their own unique sense of style. In critique sessions, students must share their rationale 
for the proposals they present, and explain how those solutions will connect with their target audience and 
generate a desired response.  

PHOTOSHOP 1 - Offering a broad overview of the program’s interface,  students initially explore selection and 
masking tools, and gain an understanding of print/digital color modes and image resolutions. Varied exported 
file formats are also covered. As their image compositing skills increase, the student learns how to apply varied, 
non-destructive  effects, transformations and adjustments to an image, both globally – and to select areas. 
Varied tools within the program are introduced as the course progresses, and as the need for those tools arise. 

DIGITAL ILLUSTRATION - With a focus on vector-based graphics, tools within the Adobe Illustrator interface are 
reviewed. Mastering the pen tool and bezier curves first, the student then learns to apply varied pathfinder and 
transformational effects. An integrated workflow with PhotoShop is also introduced, where students link non-
destructive, .ai/.psd SmartObjects to each other.  As the course progresses, assignments prompt the use of 
additional tools within both programs.

DIGITAL PUBLISHING - The QuarkXPress program is briefly reviewed before getting more in-depth with Adobe 
InDesign. Tools within each program’s interface are explored and compared. Course assignments cover: page 
layout and grid design; linking to varied images and graphics; different image formats; character and paragraph 
styles; informational charts and tables; native and imported color swatches; pre-flight and export of files for both 
print and digital use. Varied tools within the program are introduced as the course progresses, and as the need 
for those tools arise. 

TYPOGRAPHY II - From cuneiform to digital type, students learn to appreciate the role of typography 
throughout the ages – not only as a vital means of communication – but also as an exquisite art form 
unto itself. Typographical terms are reviewed—as are the origins and characteristics of varied typefaces. 
Course assignments prompt one to select and pair typefaces in a more discerning and appropriate manner. 
Emphasizing the importance of compositional balance, the golden mean and dynamic symmetry is also 
introduced. A capstone assignment requires students to design their own typeface, with each letterform in  
that system being unified by consistent line weights and proportions. Students were also required to flex their 
Adobe InDesign muscles, by redesigning a 60 page, typographic time line that spanned between cuneiform to 
digital type.



INTRODUCTION TO WEB DESIGN - A brief history of the Internet is covered, along with an overview of computer/
server protocols that enable all forms of web-based connectivity. Emphasis is placed on viable content, semantics, 
usability and SEO. Design 1 considerations are expanded upon, as students are required to address aesthetic/
legibility concerns. PhotoShop 1 skills also carry over to this course, as wireframes created in that program are 
translated into live web pages (Sketch and Adobe XD are intentionally overlooked so that newly acquired .psd skills 
can further develop). Translating wireframes into code, students initially gain an overview of the Document Object 
Model (DOM), proper syntax, and box model styling via Adobe Dreamweaver. As the semester progresses, students 
become less dependent on Dreamweaver and begin to code by hand. They also learn to pinpoint DOM styling issues 
via their browsers ‘inspect element’ feature.

HTML - Reiterating all that was covered in Introduction to Web, this Q3 course now requires students to hand-code 
exclusively in applications such as Atom or Visual Studio Code. There is an in-depth discussion for every tag that 
is added, and the  importance of viable content is reinforced. Students first build modular pages and style sheets 
in unison, then they customize those templates via their increased understanding of CSS. The browser’s ‘inspect 
element’ feature is used to proof and troubleshoot their styling efforts along the way. 

WEB CONTENT MANAGEMENT - Departing from the static websites created in previous quarters, students now 
take on web development within a Content Management System (CMS). They install WordPress into their own 
(required) hosting account, and then, key functionalities within the program’s dashboard are reviewed. Having 
uploaded content and media to their account, they research varied theme and plugin options – and then – 
present the ones that best accommodate their particular needs. Having a base understanding of HTML and CSS, 
students cannot defer to the boilerplate trappings of a given theme – they are to use that theme as a springboard 
for designing their own graphic user interface. Child themes are generated, and then the web browser’s ‘Inspect 
Element’ feature assists with targeting and overriding the styling of select DOM elements.


